Discovering
22 Thrilling Experiences

ANATOMICAL MUSEUM
This collection revolves around
human anatomy. There are skeletons, skulls, and various wet
and dry specimens.

TAXISPALAIS
ART GALLERY TYROL
Exhibitions and discussions of
international contemporary art.
HASEGG CASTLE/MINT HALL
1486, Hall in Tirol – the birthplace of the Thaler coin and the
dollar. Marvel at the heavy machines, sounding coins, and minting equipment!

ALPENZOO
Europe’s highest themed zoo
features 2,000 Alpine animals
and 150 species. It’s a unique
experience for animal-lovers of
all ages. No dogs allowed!

IMPERIAL PALACE INNSBRUCK
Discover imperial apartments
and historical state rooms, including the Alp’s most magnificent ceremonial hall. Located on
Innsbruck’s Rennweg, the Hofburg Imperial Palace features an
exhibition about the “Last Knight
- Maximilian I,” which uses stateof-the-art multimedia technology to explore his life, personality,
and formative influences.

CITY TOWER
The view from the tower platform of the city and the mountains is unique. The 15th century
tower once housed a prison.
GOLDENES DACHL MUSEUM
Featuring exhibits about Emperor Maximilian I and his era, as
well as the history of this Innsbruck landmark.
INNSBRUCK CITY ARCHIVE
Experience highlights and crises, victories and defeats from
800 years of city history.
FERDINANDEUM TYROLEAN
STATE MUSEUM
This art tour explores Tyrolean
history; incl. prehistory and Roman times, all the way to the
early Middle Ages. Plus Romanticism, Gothic Art, and Modernism.

SWAROVSKI CRYSTAL WORLDS
At the headquarters of Swarovski, discover an experience for all
the senses: marvel at the variety of crystal in the Chambers of
Wonder, find your new favourite piece at one of the world‘s
largest Swarovski stores, and
let yourself be pampered with
culinary delights at “Daniel’s
Kristallwelten” Restaurant. All
new is the Chamber of Wonder
by James Turell. Experience the
soul of crystal in this walk-in installation of light and colours!
TYROLEAN FOLK ART MUSEUM
The ‘Volkskunst’ museum provides insight into arts and crafts,
including parlours, Nativity scenes, masks, and traditional costumes from Tyrol.

LUMAGICA INNSBRUCK
The magical LUMAGICA Innsbruck light park transforms the
historic Imperial Gardens into a
fantastic magical world.

AMBRAS CASTLE INNSBRUCK
Visit this incomparable Renaissance jewel and admire
the famous Armouries and the
Chamber of Art and Wonders
of Archduke Ferdinand II (15291595). Immerse yourself in Europe’s cultural heritage at the
world’s oldest museum!
TYROLEAN MUSEUM
RAILWAYS
Historical rail vehicles and documentation about Tyrol’s trams
and local railways.

COURT CHURCH (HOFKIRCHE)
Featuring the Occident’s greatest cenotaph, as well as the
grave monument of Emperor
Maximilian I. 28 bronze statues.
Ebert organ. Silver chapel.
MUSEUM AT THE ZEUGHAUS
Once an arms depot of Emperor
Maximilian I, today this Tyrolean
culture and history museum is
ideal for the entire family.
TIROL PANORAMA WITH
KAISERJÄGERMUSEUM
With its famous giant circular
painting as the main attraction
plus the Tyrolean Kaiserjäger
museum, the Tirol Panorama
offers a new perspective on Tyrol.

BERGISEL STADIUM & SKI JUMP
The 50-m high ski jump tower with restaurant and viewing
platform is one of the city’s landmark buildings.

TOURISMUSVERBAND
STUBAI TIROL
Stubaitalhaus, Dorf 3
6167 Neustift i. St., Austria
Tel. +43 (0) 501881-0
Fax +43 (0) 501881-199
info@stubai.at

INNSBRUCK
TOURISMUS
Burggraben 3
6020 Innsbruck, Austria
Tel. +43 (0)512 53 56
Fax +43 (0)512 53 56 299
office@innsbruck.info

www.stubai.at

www.innsbruck.info

info@ski-plus-city.com
ski-plus-city.com

BELL MUSEUM & GRASSMAYR
BELL FOUNDRY
Over 400-year old, it combines a
bell foundry museum and sound
room (Austrian Museum Award).

AUDIOVERSUM SCIENCE CENTER
Welcome to an interactive world
of experiences where you can
listen to and marvel at extraordinary technologies. It’s a must-see
venue, especially for families!

DIE BÖRSE
BIKE RENTALS (3 HOURS)
SKI plus CITY Pass holders can
rent a city or children’s bike free
for 3 hours (while supplies last).
Rentals are not available in poor
weather or when the roads are
snow-covered.
CITY WALK WITH CITY GUIDE
1-hour guided tour of the Old
Town in German from 11:00 am
to 12:00 noon (also bookable in
other languages for groups of 10
or more with advance notice)
OCT: Mon to Sat
NOV to APR: Mon, Wed, Fri, Sat
Meeting point:
Tourismus Information Innsbruck,
Burggraben 3, 6020 Innsbruck

KÜHTAI
Innsbruck’s ski resort at 2,020
metres: Experience the high
mountains in Kühtai – pure skiing bliss with guaranteed snow
awaits winter sports enthusiasts
at Austria‘s highest ski resort. Ski
right up to your hotel door or the
car park. The range of slopes in
all degrees of difficulty ensures a
variety-rich experience. Families
in particular will appreciate the
wide slopes. Meanwhile, freeskiers and snowboarders can base
themselves at the KPARK Kühtai
with the FreeStyle-Area & SnowCross.The KidsPark for children
and fun park newcomers guarantees action.

ELFERBAHNEN
The Elferbahnen valley station
is located just 20 minutes from
Innsbruck and features dreamlike slopes with ample natural
snow. Moments of adrenaline
are guaranteed for experienced
skiers and snowboarders. Active holidaymakers can explore
the winter hiking trails and the
largest walk-on sundial in the Alpine region, enjoy snowshoeing,
or go tobogganing on one of the
two varied toboggan runs, both
of which are perfectly groomed
and illuminated at night and invite one and all to enjoy the tobogganing experience.

HOCHOETZ
41 kilometres of pistes, state-ofthe-art lifts, reliable snow conditions well into spring, a children’s
programme and supervision,
two viewpoints and top events:
All this makes the Hochoetz skiing region a true winter paradise for the whole family. With
71 days of sunshine per season,
Hochoetz counts among the 10
sunniest ski areas in Austria and
delights visitors with its clear
layout and manageable size as
well as a wide range of pistes
and special features such as the
WIDIs MOVIESHUTTLE, WIDIs
Funpark and the wildlife course.

PATSCHERKOFEL
Located at 1,674 metres above
the city, discover winter’s most
beautiful side at Innsbruck’s
local mountain. Patscherkofel
(just ten-minute’s drive from
Innsbruck) boasts the new Patscherkofel cable car, a 10-seat
mono-cable gondola, and a wide
variety of ski runs. The local
resort features family-friendly
pistes, challenging terrain, the
legendary Olympic run, a 15,000
m2 children’s area, and the popular snow park.

MUTTERERALM
Family, experiences, nature: Enjoy this snow-white symbiosis
across more than 15 km of slopes. First-timers and returning
guests will feel equally at home
on the ski runs around the summit station, as will families in
the children’s area with its fairy-tale forest. More advanced
skiers can explore the pistes to
Mutters and Götzens. Two toboggan runs complete the range
of options available in winter at
Muttereralm.

OBERPERFUSS –
RANGGER KÖPFL
With its 17 km of slopes from
easy to medium difficulty, the
Rangger Köpfl ski resort is located close to Tyrol’s capital and
is an ideal resort for the whole
family. The advantages of this
ski resort in Oberperfuss are
both obvious and abundant:
clear routes, guaranteed snow
thanks to modern snow-making
facilities, a Kid’s Park with magic carpet and practice lift, cosy
ski lodges, idyllic winter hiking
trails, and a 10-km toboggan run
(8-km illuminated).

Ski Bus Innsbruck

The Innsbruck Sightseer hop-on-hop-off bus connection to all sights and attractions in Innsbruck. More
general and current schedule information can be
found at www.ski-plus-city.com/live-info/sightseer.

BERGERALM
The Bergeralm Ski & Leisure Arena in the Wipptal valley
combines top piste quality and
the unique Wipptal panorama
with cosy flair during a stopover. The “Hoher Turm” combined cable car transports guests
comfortably to the slopes, which
have received the Tyrolean Piste Quality Award. Thanks to its
illuminated, competition ready
slopes, the Bergeralm is one of
the largest night skiing arenas in
Europe. In 2019, Bergeralm was
chosen by Skiresort.de as an insider tip in the category “World’s
leading ski resort up to 30 km of
pistes.”

AXAMER LIZUM
With more than 40 kilometres of
pistes and 9 lifts, Axamer Lizum is
the largest ski area before the gates
of Innsbruck. Pistes of various difficulties guarantee plenty of adventures in the snow for the whole family. From the 22/23 winter season,
the new 10-seat gondola lift Hoadl
I + II will take you from the parking
lot up to the Panoramarestaurant
Hoadl-Haus at 2,340 m in just 6
minutes. Freestylers will find plenty of cool obstacles in the Golden
Roof Funpark and freeriders countless powderruns around Kalkkögel
Mountains. The high Alpine location
ensures reliable snow conditions
from end-November to mid-April.

NORDKETTENBAHNEN
INNSBRUCK
Just a few steps from the historic old town, the modern Zaha
Hadid-designed cable car station
whisks guests to the Nordkette
ski resort. From the jewel of the
Alps, visitors can enjoy a 360°
view of Innsbruck, Austria‘s largest nature park, the Karwendel
area, and everything the Nordkette has to offer: 6 slopes, numerous
freeride options, the world‘s only
in-city snow park, the Nordkette
Skylinepark, and the children‘s
area, including supervision. The
TOP OF INNSBRUCK at the peak
of Hafelekar is the literal highlight
of the excursion.

SERLESBAHNEN
The Serlesbahnen ski resort in
Mieders is ideal for families, beginners, and returning skiers
thanks to easy blue pistes where
they can (re)learn to ski or enjoy
extensive slopes after a longer
break. With its magic carpet and
platter lift, the Kinderland is ideally located directly at the valley
station. Those looking for even
more ways to enjoy the mountains will find plenty of options
even away from the piste: in addition to tobogganing and snowshoeing, the winter hiking night
provides night owls with an unforgettable experience.

GLUNGEZERBAHN
The
spacious
10-passenger
gondola lift will whisk winter
sports enthusiasts directly to the
Halsmarter middle station in just
6.5 minutes. From there, the “Tulfein Express,” an ultra-modern
combination lift, will transport
passengers to the Tulfein mountain station. Sports enthusiasts
can choose from either the gondolas or the chairlift. Meanwhile,
toboggan fans can look forward
to the panoramic toboggan run
from the mountain station. While
enjoying a cosy break or skiing
down the slopes, the surrounding
mountain world is always in view!

Ski Bus and Sightseer Bus
Free ski-bus service to and from
the ski resorts in the Stubai
valley, Innsbruck and the surrounding area, as well as to the
Wipptal valley. The Innsbruck
Sightseer hop-on-hop-off bus
provides convenient transport to
most attractions.
REQUIREMENTS FOR
FREE SERVICE
A valid SKI plus CITY Pass or voucher (available at reception from
Innsbruck hotel partners, at the
Innsbruck Tourist Info, as well as
with ski rental at “Die Börse”) in
the above-mentioned network.
STUBAI VALLEY
Comfortable ski bus with stops
in Schönberg, Mieders, Telfes,
Fulpmes, and Neustift with connections to the valley stations of
the ski resorts and back.
INNSBRUCK URBAN AREA
Express buses according to timetable and bus stop information.
Various bus lines from the bus
station depending on the ski resort. Transfer to the bus station.
Reservations required!
Bus service for groups to the ski
resorts: Free direct connection
upon advance reservation with
the Lüftner company,
Tel. +43 (0)676 846311528

INNSBRUCK REGION
Timetable and bus stop information in the local tourist info or by
visiting
ski-plus-city.com/live-info/bus.
WIPPTAL VALLEY
Ski bus connections from the
Wipptal valley and its side valleys with regional buses to the
Stubai valley and the train from
Steinach to Innsbruck and back.
Timetables and bus stop information at:
ski-plus-city.com/live-info/bus.
OETZ REGION
Comfortable ski bus transfer
from the communities of Haiming, Ötztal train station, Ambach, Sautens, and Umhausen
directly to the valley station of
the Acherkogelbahn cable car in
the Hochoetz ski region. Timetable available at:
ski-plus-city.com/live-info/bus.
GREATER HALL AREA
Timetable and bus stop information in Hall’s tourist information
offices (Unterer Stadtplatz 19) and
Tulfes (Schmalzgasse 27) or at:
ski-plus-city.com/live-info/bus.

Tickets available at the ticket offices of the 13
participating cable car operators (Innsbruck
Nordkettenbahn excepted), the Innsbruck
Tourismus tourist office, and participating sales
partners (e.g. hotels).

TRANSFER SHUTTLE MAIN STATION
BUS STOPS
Hotel Bierwirt
Alphotel

BUS STOPS OUTBOUND

BUS STOPS RETURN

Marktplatz

Schloss Ambras

Maria-Theresien-Strasse

Landessportcenter

Hauptbahnhof (gate E)

Stift Wilten

Austria Trend Hotel

Ferdinandeum

Tirol Panorama/Bergisel

Congress/Hofburg

Basilika Wilten

Tourist embarkation zone
(Altstadthotels)

Löwenhaus/ORF

Triumphpforte

Triumphpforte

Messe Bahnhof

Anichstrasse/
Rathausgalerien

Cafe Central / Hotel Zach

Mariahilfpark

Hofgarten

Defreggerstrasse

Youth hostel
Tivoli Hotel Innsbruck

A transfer shuttle from the
main station back to the hotel is
available in the evening.
Schedules are available at the
reception of your hotel in Innsbruck. More information is available via
ski-plus-city.com/live-info/bus.
Taxi Evkaya
Tel. +43 (0)676 3210371
taxi.evkaya@hotmail.com

Shuttle to the main station
and the public buses

Landessportcenter

Stage 12 / The Penz

Ski Bus Stubaital

SKI BUSES FROM THE MAIN STATION TO THE SKI RESORTS
KÜHTAI, RANGGER KÖPFL AND MUTTERERALM

Additional info on stops and current schedule information in the Stubaital valley is available at:
www.stubai.at/skibus.

A sophisticated ski bus system awaits guests in
the Stubaital valley. The buses to the valley stations of the Stubai Glacier, the Schlick 2000 Ski
Centre, the Elferbahnen and the Serlesbahnen
run in regular intervals every morning and evening. The ski buses stop at all designated stops.

Bus
Stubai –
Innsbruck
included

BUS STATION –
PLATFORMS G AND F

RETURN TRIP

LINE

Kühtai

Kühtai/Centre

4166

Rangger Köpfl

Rangger Köpfl/Valley station

4165

Muttereralm

Muttereralm/valley station

L3

AXAMER LIZUM EXPRESS BUS
The express bus runs from Innsbruck City to the Axamer Lizum valley
station and back without stopping.
BUS STOPS OUTBOUND
Hotel Bierwirt

former Grand Hotel Europa
Cafe Central / Hotel Zach
Hofgarten

HIGHER FREQUENCY OF SKI BUS CONNECTIONS
WITHIN THE STUBAI VALLEY

Youth hostel
Leipziger Hof

BUS STOPS RETURN

STUBAI – MUTTERBERG (TO- AND BACK)

Tivoli Hotel Innsbruck

from ski resort

Schönberg village centre

Austria Trend Hotel

Mieders Gemeindeamt/Serlesbahnen ski resort

Tourist embarkation zone
(Altstadthotels)

Additionally from Innsbruck
main station, platform E, with
line L1.
Timetable information at:
ski-plus-city.com/live-info/bus.

Fulpmes village centre/change to ski bus
to the Schlick 2000 Ski Centre

Triumphpforte

Neustift ski resort Elferlifte/Neustift village centre
Mutterberg valley station/ski resort Stubaier Glacier

CHANGING TO THE SCHLICK 2000 SKIING CENTRE SKI BUSES
Up to 9 buses per hour take guests to the valley station of the Schlick
2000 Ski Centre from the bus stops in Fulpmes. Travel from the village
centre bus stop to the Schlick 2000 valley station takes between 6
and 11 minutes.

NORDKETTE AND PATSCHERKOFEL SKIBUS
Line J of IVB (Innsbruck’s public transport provider) takes winter
sports enthusiasts directly from the city centre to the ski resorts of
the Nordkettenbahnen Innsbruck and the Patscherkofelbahn (the
last stop on line J).
Stops in the city area: Landessportcenter, Pacherstrasse, Tivoli, Sill-park,
Landesmuseum, Museumstrasse, Maria-Theresien-Strasse, Höttinger
Kirchplatz. More information via ski-plus-city.com/live-info/bus.

SKIBUS STUBAITAL (LINE 590)
The ski bus stops at a total of 38 designated stops, including but not
limited to:
INNSBRUCK – STUBAI
Innsbruck Main Station
Innsbruck Triumphpforte/Casino
Schönberg village centre
Mieders Gemeindeamt/Serlesbahnen ski resort
Telfes
Fulpmes village centre/change to ski bus
to the Schlick 2000 Ski Centre
Neustift ski resort Elferlifte/Neustift village centre
Mutterberg valley station/ski resort Stubaier Glacier

EXPRESS BUS INNSBRUCK – STUBAITAL
The express bus transports winter sports enthusiasts quickly and
comfortably to the ski resorts of the Schlick 2000 Ski Centre and the
Stubai Glacier.
BUS STOPS OUTBOUND

Triumphpforte

Hotel Bierwirt

former Grand Hotel Europa

STUBAI – INNSBRUCK

Alphotel

Cafe Central / Hotel Zach

Mutterberg valley station/ski resort Stubaier Glacier

Youth hostel

Hofgarten

Neustift Recreational Centre/Neustift village centre/Neustift ski
resort Elferlifte

Leipziger Hof
Tivoli Hotel Innsbruck

BUS STOP RETURN

Fulpmes village centre/change to ski bus to the Schlick 2000 Ski
Centre

Austria Trend Hotel

Stubai Glacier

Tourist embarkation zone
(Altstadthotels)

Schlick 2000 Ski Centre

StuBay Recreational Centre/Telfes
Serlesbahnen ski resort/Mieders Gemeindeamt
Schönberg village centre
Innsbruck Main Station

WIPPTAL VALLEY REGION

NEW!

VALID FROM 01 OCT. 2022 – 07 MAY 2023

The ski buses (most are scheduled buses) to the ski resorts leave from
the main station according to the timetables. Free transfers from the
listed hotels to the main station are also offered.

Alphotel

STUBAI GLACIER
Austria’s largest glacier ski resort
is just 45 minutes from Innsbruck
by car. 26 modern cable car facilities and lifts provide access to
36 downhill runs in the Kingdom
of Snow, which range from easy
to challenging. With guaranteed
snow from October to May, the
BIG Family Stubai Glacier offer, the
Stubai Zoo Snowpark, the Powder
Department, the summit platform,
and the ice grotto, the Stubai Glacier is sure to delight winter sports
enthusiasts and excursionists alike.
Just as delightful are the restaurants in the ski area - culinary diversity with regional products make
for utmost enjoyment.

Prices

Current schedule information can be found at:
www.ski-plus-city.com/live-info/bus.

Pacherstrasse

Explore
13 Skiing Resorts

SCHLICK 2000
SKI CENTRE
The Schlick 2000 ski centre is
recognised as a family ski resort
with 9 rustic lodges and Alpine
pastures. Here, Tyrolean hospitality and top piste quality are
the top priorities. At BIG Ron’s
Kinderland, children learn how
to ski in a playful way. Meanwhile, in the play and warm-up
room, little ones ages one and
older can play under supervision. Adrenaline junkies will be
drawn to the Stubai Park Schlick
2000. Keen to spark your ambition? Tip: From mid-December
every Wednesday night-time
tobogganing across the ski run!

The Innsbruck Sightseer Bus

Ski bus connections from the Wipptal valley and its side valleys with
regional buses to the Stubai valley (via Schönberg), and for S-Bahn
trains from Steinach to Innsbruck and back with the Wipptal Guest
Card. The 4145 line allows all SKI plus CITY pass holders to access the
connection between Schönberg (Stubaital, connection to line 590)
and Steinach (Bergeralm valley station).

Prices in Euro
(with guest
card)

ADULTS

2-day pass
3-day pass

CHILDREN

YOUTH

Purchase the
online

SENIORS

(BORN
(BORN
2008-2014) 2004-2007)

(BORN
1944-1957)

124

62

87

105

172

86

120

146

4-day pass

214

107

150

182

5-day pass

258

129

181

219

6-day pass

300

150

210

255

7-day pass

336

168

235

286

8-day pass

366

183

256

311

9-day pass

397

199

278

337

10-day pass

426

213

298

362

11-day pass

452

226

316

384

12-day pass

477

239

334

405

13-day pass

501

251

351

426

14-day pass

522

261

365

444

15-day pass

544

272

381

462

16-day pass

560

280

392

476

17-day pass

575

288

403

489

18-day pass

592

296

414

503

19-day pass

608

304

426

517

20-day pass

625

313

438

531

21-day pass

637

319

446

541

PRICES &
INFOS
2022/23
ski-plus-city.com

INFORMATION ON SKI PLUS CITY PASS
The 2022/23 prices are valid for the cable cars and lifts of Stubai
Glacier, Axamer Lizum, Schlick 2000 Ski Centre, Kühtai Ski Region,
Hochoetz, Muttereralm, Bergeralm, Nordkette, Serlesbahnen, Elferbahnen, Patscherkofel, Rangger Köpfl and Glungezer as well as for
the 22 attractions in and around Innsbruck, ski bus lines and the Innsbruck Sightseer, as well as for the Neustift rec. centre, the StuBay
bathing paradise (single-entry 4-hour pool admission) and the Axams
indoor pool (single-entry 4-hour pool admission).
DISCOUNTS
Children (born 2015 or after):

Free when accompanied by a paying parent in the same card category; A “Free Child” Card is issued
Children (born 2008 to 2014):
approx. 50% discount on adult rate
Youth (born 2004 to 2007):
approx. 30% discount on adult rate
Seniors (born 1944 to 1957):
approx. 15% discount on adult rate
Seniors 80+ (born 1943 and older): approx. 50% off on adult rate
People with disabilities:
from 60% disability the following
applies: Adults = youth fare, Youth
= child fare, Children = child free;
no discount for carers
Groups:
For every 20 paying guests, one
free ticket for the most bought
ticket category
IMPORTANT SKI PLUS CITY PASS INFORMATION
//
The pass must be presented or relinquished to on-site personnel upon request.
//
In the event of a check, discounted pass holders must produce
the appropriate identity and/or disability card.
//
The pass is not transferable.
//
Lost passes will be replaced upon presentation of a sales receipt and a processing fee.
//
Forgotten passes will not be replaced.
//
Latest GTC, tariff and transport regulations of the respective
service providers apply.
//
Contactless check-in: Passes are exclusively issued as nondeposit tickets.
//
All prices include sales tax. We reserve the right to adapt rates!
//
Within the period of use, access to the ski resorts and the Neustift Recreational Centre is unlimited; access to sights and offers
is limited to single admission; access to the StuBay and Axams
indoor swimming pools limited to a single 4-hour admission.
The individual services this pass entitles the holder to use are provided by legally independent businesses. The entity selling the pass
merely acts as representative of the other businesses. Only the respective business is therefore under obligation to provide the individual services and to pay compensation in the event of incidents.
PASS REFUND
In the event of a sports accident, the pass must immediately be returned at one of our desks. A respective medical certificate from a local
physician can be provided by the end of the subsequent day. The
period from the date of issue to the date of return of the pass shall be
regarded as a period of use. Only the pass of the injured person will
be refunded. There are no refunds in case of illness. The terms and
conditions of the cable car operators do not provide for passes to be
refunded or extended, i.e. if operations are impossible due to adverse
weather conditions or force majeure events (e.g. storm, risks of avalanches) or closures ordered by state, etc.
BUYING SKI PASSES ONLINE
From winter 2022/23, you can now purchase the SKI plus CITY Pass
online: ski-plus-city.com
CHECKS AFTER THE TURNSTILE/AT LIFTS
The above areas are deemed check areas. Here, the transport conditions of the respective cable car operator and/or the house rules of
the respective provider apply. Passes must be presented to on-site
personnel or authorities upon request and, if necessary, relinquished.
In the event that inspection is refused, the data carrier can be blocked
and denied access. If guests are found in the control zone without a
pass or with an invalid pass, penalties will be imposed. Misused passes
will be confiscated without replacement. „Fare dodgers“ will be charged a surcharge of EUR 40.00 in addition to the subsequent purchase
of a day ticket from the respective service provider.
ID REQUIREMENT
The age of children, youths, senior citizens and 80+ seniors and/or the
degree of disability that is required for discounted ticket eligibility
must be proven on request by presenting an appropriate photo ID or
disability card when purchasing tickets as well as upon admission. We
kindly ask for your understanding that neither free tickets nor discounts
can be granted without identification.

SKI plus CITY Pass
Stubai Innsbruck

WHEN SKIING FUN MEETS ALPINE-URBAN LIFESTYLE
Enjoying holidays simply, flexibly, and comfortably – the innovative
SKI plus CITY Pass Stubai Innsbruck is the perfect companion for your
360-degree holiday experience. It connects 13 skiing resorts with
22 attractions in and around Innsbruck. This unique pass allows you
to combine ultimate fun on the slopes with a pulsating city experience!
Whether you prefer leisurely glacier skiing at 3,000 metres, family
skiing, or panoramic descents high above Innsbruck – the SKI plus
CITY Pass Stubai Innsbruck guarantees snow from October to May on
the Stubai Glacier, Austria’s largest glacier skiing area, as well as
uniquely varied piste experiences in 12 other skiing resorts.
The SKI plus CITY Pass Stubai Innsbruck also provides access to 22 lifestyle, culture, and sightseeing offers in the greater Innsbruck area. Included as well: free use of ski buses and of the Innsbruck Sightseer
hop-on-hop-off bus as well as admission to three swimming pools.
Additionally, an attractive 25% discount on night skiing or night tobogganing is available.
More information on all 40 included services at ski-plus-city.com.
SAFE HOSPITALITY | ANTI-CORONAVIRUS MEASURES
To allow us to enjoy winter safely together, you’ll find the current
Covid-safety measures here at a glance.
www.ski-plus-city.com/en/covid-19-protective-measures

Ski Packages
that offer
even more!
With the SKI plus CITY Pass Stubai Innsbruck you can easily
enjoy the combination of nature-oriented skiing fun and bustling
city experiences. Are you an ambitious winter sports enthusiast,
a pleasure skier, or an adventurous family, but also interested
in shopping, culture, or simply curious about something new?
The SKI plus CITY Pass Stubai Innsbruck packages that include
city services, bus transport, and bonus offers are not an either-or,
but an AND proposition.
//
//
//
//
//
//
//

2-7 nights including breakfast, half-board,
or in a holiday apartment
2, 3, 4, 5, 6, or 7 days SKI plus CITY Pass
Stubai Innsbruck
13 skiing resorts
One-off admission to 22 sights and offers –
Lifestyle / Culture / Sightseeing in Innsbruck
Use of all ski bus systems and of the
Innsbruck Sightseer (hop-on-hop-off)
25 % discount on night rides with participating
cable car facilities
Children born 2014 or later ride free when
accompanied by a paying parent

SKI PLUS CITY PASS STUBAI INNSBRUCK PACKAGE
VALID FOR 2 DAYS FROM EUR 189.– P. P.
SKI PLUS CITY PASS STUBAI INNSBRUCK PACKAGE
VALID FOR 7 DAYS FROM EUR 509.– P. P.
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Nordkettenbahnen

40 Services,
Unlimited
Experiences

Salzburg
München

1

Wattens

1

8

4
Bregenz
Schweiz

2

5

12

Hochoetz

1

Wattens

1

Axamer Lizum

A12

Rangger Köpﬂ
6

11

INNSBRUCK

A12

Hall in
Tirol

Patscherkofelbahn

Muttereralm

1

4
Bregenz
Schweiz

13

Kühtai
2
12

Hochoetz
1

9

Axamer
Lizum
3
Schlick
2000

11

Stubaier Gletscher

Muttereralm

7

Bergeralm
9

Elferbahnen
310 Schlick
2000

Serlesbahnen

305 KM OF SLOPES

//

111 CABLE CARS AND LIFTS

//

8 RESORTS WITH NIGHT SKIING
AND/OR NIGHT TOBOGGANING

//

22 LIFESTYLE, CULTURE, &
SIGHTSEEING OFFERS

8

//

3 SWIMMING POOLS

//

ON-SITE TRANSPORT

Bergeralm

//
//
//

Wipptal

Elferbahnen

5

HIGHLIGHTS

5x

9,5

5x

10,5

//
//

3x

8,0

2x

1,0

//
//
//

SKI RUN

9

Hafelekarspitze peak at 2334
m - also accessible in winter
via cleared hiking trails
Karrinne – Europe’s steepest
ski route with a gradient of
>70%.
Nordkette Skyline Park

1x

0,4

1x

0,9

1x

0,3

3x

4,2

2x

1,4

Serlesbahnen

Skigebiet
Ski
resort mit
with20
20bis
to 50 km
50slopes
Pistenkilometer
of

960 - 1,600 m

HIGHLIGHTS
//
//
//
//

Schlick 2000 Ski Centre
Kühtai
Bergeralm
Serlesbahnen
Elferbahnen
Patscherkofelbahn
Oberperfuss – Rangger Köpfl

//
//

Skigebiet
als
Ski
resort mit
withweniger
less than
Pistenkilometer
20 km
of slopes

//

Axamer Lizum

3

ARE YOU REALLY WILD ENOUGH?
1,580 - 2,340 m

KINGDOM OF SNOW

Schlick 2000
Skiing Centre

4

1,750 - 3,210 m

Kühtai

•

BE

RGBAHNEN

•

6

HIGH-ALPINE EXPERIENCES

10

SKI RUN

Excellent for those relearning
to ski
“King Serli” kids’ area right
next to the valley station
Flood-lit toboggan runs
Lit winter hiking night

KM

4x

3,0

2x

2,7

980 - 2,080 m

HIGHLIGHTS
//
//
//

Hochoetz

11

SKI RUN

Longest toboggan runs
in the Stubai valley
Night tobogganing
(3x per week)
Ideal mountain for
paragliders

KM

1x

0,5

2x

1,5

1x

5,0

Patscherkofelbahn

INNSBRUCK’S LOCAL MOUNTAIN

//
//
//

Austria’s largest glacier
ski-resort area
Guaranteed snow from
October to May
Family Friendly Slopes &
Snowpark Action & Powder
Department

KM

14 x

25,0

//

7x

15,0

//

2x
9x

4,0
21,0

HIGHLIGHTS

//
//

Hoadl-Haus Panorama
restaurant at 2,340 m
Panorama Kalkkögel – the
Dolomites of Northern Tyrol
Ladies Olympic Run
Golden Roof Funpark

KM

HIGHLIGHTS

8x

6,5

9x

21,6

//
//

SKI RUN

2x
5x

8,0
3,9

//

Ideal family ski resort
Socialising in 9 rustic lodges
& restaurants
Just 15 minutes from the
Alpine capital of Innsbruck

SKI RUN

KM

7x

11,9

7x

6,8

3x
1x

1,7
1,5

HIGHLIGHTS
//
//
//

1x

1,0

Hochoetz Snow Village
WIDI’s Wildlife Trail
“Tracking Wild Animals”
WIDI’s MOVIESHUTTLE –
your fast-paced 5D
adventure

SKI RUN

KM

4x

12,0

7x

21,5

3x

4,0

6x

3,5

Muttereralm

HIGHLIGHTS
//
//
//

12

950 - 1,804 m

Guaranteed snowy
conditions thanks to high
elevation (from 2,020 m)
Ski to the hotel doorstep
Wide runs. No crowding on
the slopes

SKI RUN

KM

HIGHLIGHTS

10 x

9,3

//

13 x

26,8

6x

8,1

//
//

Ideal ski-resort area for
families, beginners, and those
relearning to ski
Kid’s area right at
the Summit Station
Two toboggan runs

AREAS BEYOND THE MARKED AND OPENED SKI RUNS
ARE NOT SECURED FOR SKIING AND YOU ARE SOLELY RESPONSIBLE FOR YOUR OWN SAFETY.
Please stay well away from areas which are cordoned off.
Observe the warning signs (for avalanche hazards and glacier crevasses) and the orange warning lights next to the
panorama info boards.
RESCUE SERVICE
In the event that you witness a sports accident, please administer FIRST AID. Secure the scene of the accident and
inform the rescue service.

PISTE MAINTENANCE SERVICE
All open pistes are prepared every night and then once
again in the morning if snow falls overnight. Preparing the
pistes while they are in operation carries the risk of skiers
colliding with the snow groomers. Therefore, only „unavoidable“ grooming runs are permitted during the day. Subsequent grooming does not fall into this category. Please pay
attention to the warning lights and horn of the snow groomer and stay at a safe distance from it. Fresh snow can lead
to the formation of moguls during the course of the day, we
ask for your understanding.

1,009 - 2,248 m

SKI RUN

Olympic ski run, 7.5 km
Kid’s area (15,000 m2) and
Snowpark
Restaurants (Das Kofel,
Das Hausberg)

KM

6x

5,0

8x

10,0

2x

4,0

SKI RUN

Oberperfuss –
Rangger Köpfl

KM

HIGHLIGHTS

4x

4,5

//

4x

8,6

//

1x

1,0

//

Night skiing across 2.5 km
of flood-lit pistes
10 km toboggan run
(8 km flood-lit)
Social get-togethers in cosy
lodges

SKI RUN

ARTIFICIAL SNOW
Please stay well clear of the snow-making equipment and
the snow cannons. Visibility may decrease in the vicinity of
the snow cannons, and the quality of the snow may vary.
PLEASE COMPLY WITH THE 10 FIS RULES OF CONDUCT
FOR SLOPES AND SNOWPARKS AT ALL SKI RESORTS!
LEGAL NOTICE
Concept & Design: Agentur WIR – OE & WIR GmbH
Photos: Stubai Tirol tourist board, Innsbruck tourist board, Stubaier
Glacier, Axamer Lizum, Skizentrum Schlick 2000, Skiregion Kühtai,
Hochoetz, Muttereralm, Bergeralm, Innsbrucker Nordkettenbahnen,
Serlesbahnen, Elferbahnen, Patscherkofelbahn, Oberperfuss – Rangger
Köpfl, Glungezerbahn, Alpenzoo Innsbruck, Kaiserliche Hofburg
Innsbruck, Stadtturm Innsbruck, Swarovski Kristallwelten, Hofkirche
Innsbruck, Bergisel-Sprungstadion, Glockenmuseum & Glockengiesserei
Grassmayr, Schloss Ambras Innsbruck, Fahrradverleih Die Börse, Sightseer
Innsbruck, Verkehrsverbund Tirol, Shutterstock. All rates are subject to
change; not responsible for printing and typographical errors.

VARIETY-RICH WINTER SPORTS OFFER IN
THE IMMEDIATE VICINITY OF INNSBRUCK

1,000 - 2,240 m
SKI RUN

15,5

CABLE WINCH GROOMING
Some pistes are groomed using a cable winch. That means
that the cable, which hoists the snow groomer, crosses the
piste. Please pay attention to areas which are cordoned
off. The ski pistes are typically closed daily from 4:30 pm to
8:00 am. During this period, there is no danger protection!
There is a risk of injury due to slope grooming using snow
groomers, snow cannons, lane grooves, winch cables, exposed cables and pipes from the snow-making equipment.
Please observe display panels and signs at the respective ski
resorts, especially during night skiing.

851 - 1,939 m
HIGHLIGHTS

7x

Emergency Phone Number: 112

Elferbahnen

STUBAI’S MOUNTAIN
FOR SPORT

FAMILY. EXPERIENCE. NATURE. PURE.

2,020 - 2,520 m

SKIING FUN WITHIN CLOSE REACH

6,5

Accident reporting points: Sign

Neustift Recreational Centre
StuBay sauna and bathing paradise in Telfes
(single 4-hour pool admission)
Axams Recreational Centre
(single 4-hour pool admission)

HIGHLIGHTS

2

2x

Safety Information

WINTER WONDERLAND AT
THE FOOT OF THE SERLES

820 - 2,272 m

Stubai
Glacier

//

Diverse fun on the slopes
Attractive family ski area with
the “Wanda Panda” children’s
club
Authentic. Ideal for those
relearning to ski
Winterhikingpanorama
circuit

KM

KM

Brenner
Italien

1

//

SKI RUN

Innsbrucker
Nordkettenbahnen

HIGHLIGHTS

THE BIG FAMILY

Ski
resort mit
withmehr
moreals
than
Skigebiet
50 km
of slopes
Pistenkilometer

Night skiing and tobogganing
on floodlit runs
According to Skiresort.de,
the world’s leading ski resort
with up to 30 km of slopes
for 2021
Kinderland Bergeralm

KM

860 - 2,334 m

Keen to loosen up your tired muscles by swimming a few
lengths or perhaps a change of pace when the weather is
poor? Immerse yourself at three indoor pools and relax (sauna admission not included).

Brenner
Italien

7

SKI RUN

TOP OF INNSBRUCK

Indoor pools

A13

10

//

//
//
//
//
//
//
//

Wipptal

STUBAITAL

Stubaier Gletscher

13 SKI RESORTS

Keen to pursue your passion for skiing at night as well? The
SKI plus CITY Pass Stubai Innsbruck offers a 25% DISCOUNT
ON NIGHT SKI TICKETS FOR FLOOD-LIT FUN on the slopes or
tobogganing on illuminated runs.

A13

1

//

Night journeys

Patscherkofelbahn

STUBAITAL
6

//

Benefit from attractive
bonus services

Serlesbahnen

A12

Rangger Köpﬂ

HIGHLIGHTS

Glungezerbahn

19

A12

5

Glungezerbahn

Glungezerbahn

GLUNGEZER – A MOUNTAIN
WITHOUT COMPARE
950 - 2,304 m

//

Salzburg
München

19

Kühtai

A12

Nordkettenbahnen

13

13

1,065 - 2,231 m

//

1

Bergeralm

THE MOUNTAIN IS CALLING!

A12

Hall in
Tirol

INNSBRUCK

7

KM

2x

8,0

3x

7,0

1x

2,0

